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Abstract
In this new and current era of technology, advancements and techniques, efficient and effective text document classification and image
segmentation is becoming a challenging and highly required area to capably categorize text documents and images into mutually
exclusive categories. Fuzzy similarity provides a way to find the similarity of features among various documents. For text document
classification, the words in the feature vector of a document set are grouped into clusters, based on similarity test. Each cluster is
characterized by a membership function with statistical mean and deviation. We then have one extracted feature for each cluster and
membership functions are derived to match closely with and describe properly the real distribution of the training data. For image
segmentation, an improved fuzzy c-means (IFCM) clustering algorithm is presented. The originality of this algorithm is based on the
fact that the conventional FCM-based algorithm considers no spatial context information, which makes it sensitive to noise. The new
algorithm is formulated by incorporating the spatial neighbourhood information into the original FCM algorithm by a priori
probability.

Index Terms: Classification, Image Segmentation, Clustering, Fuzzy Similarity, Priori Probability etc.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- *** -----------------------------------------------------------------------I. INTRODUCTION
In text classification, the dimensionality of the feature vector
is usually huge. Such high dimensionality can be a severe
obstacle for classification algorithms. To alleviate this
difficulty, feature reduction approaches are applied before
document classification tasks are performed. Two major
approaches, feature selection and feature extraction have been
proposed for feature reduction. In general, feature extraction
approaches are more effective than feature selection
techniques, but are more computationally expensive.
Therefore, developing scalable and efficient feature extraction
algorithms is highly demanded for dealing with highdimensional document data sets.
Image segmentation is a key step toward image analysis and
serves in the variety of applications including pattern
recognition, object detection, and medical imaging. The task
of image segmentation can be stated as the partition of an
image into different meaningful regions with homogeneous
characteristics using discontinuities or similarities of the

image such as intensity, colour, tone or texture, and so on.
Among the fuzzy clustering methods, fuzzy c-means (FCM)
algorithm is the most popular method used in image
segmentation because it has robust characteristics for
ambiguity and can retain much more information than hard
segmentation methods. Although the conventional FCM
algorithm works well on most noise-free images, it has a
serious limitation: it does not incorporate any information
about spatial context, which cause it to be sensitive to noise
and imaging artifacts.
In this paper we propose a fuzzy similarity-based self
constructing feature clustering algorithm, which is an
incremental feature clustering approach to reduce the number
of features for the text classification task and a novel improved
FCM (IFCM) clustering algorithm for image segmentation is
proposed. In fuzzy similarity-based self constructing feature
clustering algorithm, Words that are similar to each other are
grouped into the same cluster. Each cluster is characterized by
a membership function with statistical mean and deviation. If a
word is not similar to any existing cluster, a new cluster is
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created for this word. When all the words have been fed in, a
desired number of clusters are formed automatically. We then
have one extracted feature for each cluster. The extracted
feature corresponding to a cluster is a weighted combination
of the words contained in the cluster. For image segmentation,
improved FCM (IFCM) clustering algorithm is developed by
incorporating the spatial neighbourhood information into the
standard FCM clustering algorithm by a priori probability. The
probability is given to indicate the spatial influence of the
neighbouring pixels on the centre pixel. The new fuzzy
membership of the current centre pixel is then recalculated
with this probability obtained from above. The algorithm is
initialized by a given histogram based FCM algorithm, which
helps to speed up the convergence of the algorithm.

II. REALTED WORK
Over the last decades, fuzzy similarity based text document
classification has got attention very much and considered as an
important research area. Different techniques, models and
ways are searched to design a best categorization system. Such
field is not only used in the small level organizations,
industries and corporate, but also covers a vast community all
around the world.
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compress the collected feature sets more, so that the resultant
data can be handled and used properly without any loss. These
clusters are represented either by the term of maximum
frequency in a group (or cluster) or can be found by self
constructing feature clustering algorithm. Feature clustering is
also done with the use of the pseudo-thesaurus by identifying
each term [6] as noun, pronoun, adverb, adjective, delimiters
etc. Researchers have shown that it helps to reduce the high
dimensional data into smaller one adequately.

Fuzzy Association
Fuzzy sets pay an important and vital role in text
categorization. They are widely recognized as many real world
relations are intrinsically fuzzy. Fuzzy association is used to
discover important associations between different sets of
attribute values.

Fuzzy Production Rules
The novel method of rule-base construction and a rule
weighting mechanism can result in a rule-base containing rules
of different lengths, which is much more useful when dealing
with high dimensional data sets.

The new techniques, their collaboration and research always
open a new paradigm towards the Advancements. Current
research studies show that fuzzy logic and its area of concerns
provide efficient base for text categorization, dimensionality
reduction, feature selection and extraction, and similarity
analyzer related issues. Fuzzy logic is considered as a branch
of logic especially designed for representing knowledge and
human reasoning in such a way that it is amenable to
processing by a computer. The major concepts of fuzzy logic
are fuzzy sets, linguistic variable, possibility distributions, and
fuzzy if – then rules. Fuzziness or Degree of Uncertainty
pertains to the uncertainty associated with a system, i.e., the
fact that nothing can be predicted with exact precision.
Practically, the values of variables are not always precise;
rather approximate values are more likely to be known. The
vagueness can adequately be handled using fuzzy set theory.
This theory provides a strict mathematical framework using
which vague conceptual phenomena can be studied rigorously.
It is also called the property of language. Its main source is the
imprecision involved in defining and using symbols. It is a
property of models, computational procedures, and languages.
Hence, a fuzzy set is a collection of distinct elements with a
varying degree of relevance or inclusion.

Fuzzy Clustering and C-Means

Feature Clustering

algorithm for Text Document:

In fuzzy clustering, each point has a degree of belonging to
clusters, as in fuzzy logic, rather than belonging completely to
one cluster. Thus, points on the edge of a cluster may be in the
cluster to a lesser degree than points in the centre of cluster.

Fuzzy Signatures
Fuzzy signatures are used in those applications and key areas
which require the handling of complex structured data and
interdependent feature problems. They can also used in special
concerns where data is missing. So, this depicts many areas
where objects with very complex and sometimes
interdependent features are to be classified along with the
evaluation of similarities and dissimilarities. This leads a
complex decision model hard to construct effectively. Due to
the very nature of fuzzy signatures of flexibility, it can be used
for many text mining tasks, with the benefit of the hierarchical
structuring; therefore, the text document classification models
can be constructed.

III PROPOSED METHOD
A fuzzy self-constructing feature clustering (FFC)

The concept of feature clustering enhances the provision of
text dimension criticality solution. It is an efficient way to
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A fuzzy self-constructing feature clustering (FFC) algorithm
which is an incremental clustering approach to reduce the
dimensionality of the features in text classification.
Feature clustering is an efficient approach for feature
reduction, which groups all features into some clusters, where
features in a cluster are similar to each other. The feature
clustering methods proposed in are “hard” features belongs to
exactly one word cluster. Therefore each word contributes to
the synthesis of only one new feature. Each new feature is
obtained by summing up the words belonging to one cluster.
The matrix consisting of all the original documents with m
features and the matrix consisting of the converted documents
with new k features. The new feature set corresponds to a
partition clustering methods, where each word of the original
features belongs to exactly one word cluster. Therefore each
word contributes to the synthesis of only one new feature.
Each new feature is obtained by summing up the words
belonging to one cluster. Each cluster is characterized by a
membership function with statistical mean and deviation. If a
word is not similar to any existing cluster, a new cluster is
created for this word. Similarity between a word and a cluster
is defined by considering both the mean and the variance of
the cluster. When all the words have been fed in, a desired
number of clusters are formed automatically. We then have
one extracted feature for each cluster. The extracted feature
corresponding to a cluster is a weighted combination of the
words contained in the cluster. Three ways of weighting, hard,
soft, and mixed, are introduced. By this algorithm, the derived
membership functions match closely with and describe
properly the real distribution of the training data.

Improve

fuzzy

c-means

algorithm

for
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the fuzzy partition matrix to a crisp partition matrix in this 8neighborhood.
In this paper, the defuzzification is carried out with the
maximum membership procedure. To prevent that our
algorithm gets trapped in a local minima, the IFCM algorithm
is initialized with the fast FCM algorithm. Once the fast FCM
is stopped, the IFCM algorithm continues with the values for
the prototypes and membership values obtained from the fast
FCM algorithm. The IFCM algorithm then iteratively updates
its a priori probability, membership and centroids with these
values. When the IFCM algorithm has converged, another
defuzzification process takes place in order to convert the
fuzzy partition matrix to a crisp partition matrix that is
segmentation. Thus the IFCM algorithm is presented as
follows:
Notations: uik is the degree of membership of xk in the i-th
cluster, c is the number of clusters, q is a weighting exponent
on each fuzzy membership, vi is the prototype of the centre of
cluster i, d2(xk, vi) is a distance measure between object xk
and cluster centre vi, g is gray level.
Step 1: Set the cluster centroids vi according to the histogram
of the image, fuzzification parameter q, the values of c and ε >
0.
Step 2: Compute the membership function using

Image

segmentation:
The objective function of the traditional FCM algorithm does
not take into account any spatial information, which means the
clustering process is related only to gray levels independently
of the pixels of image in segmentation. However, according to
the theory of Markov random field (MRF) that most pixels
belong to the same class as their neighbours, which means the
class probability of a pixel depends on class memberships of
its (spatial) neighbour clusters, in this way it can reduce the
possible influence of noise and overlapping clusters.
Therefore, the limitation of the standard FCM algorithm
makes it very sensitive to noise. The general principle of the
technique presented in this paper is to incorporate the
neighbourhood information into the FCM algorithm during
classification. Here, the shape of the neighbourhood is selected
as an 8-neighborhood. Therefore, the a priori probability, pik
is determined and updated during the clustering by converting

Step 3: Compute the cluster centroids using

Step 4: Go to step 2 and repeat until convergence.
Step 5: Compute the a priori probability using
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with the obtained results of membership function and
centroids.
Step 6: Recompute the membership function and cluster
centroids using
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Figure 1: (a) original image

and

Figure 1: (b) FCM image

with the probabilities.
Step 7: If the algorithm is convergent, go to step 8; otherwise,
go to step 5.
Step 8: Image segmentation after defuzzification using
and
then a region labelling procedure is performed.

IV PERFORMANCE
It is important to note that the proposed method performs the
best for the segmentation with more homogeneous regions and
with least spurious components and noises particularly. The
segmentation accuracy of applying these algorithms to the
images with different levels of noise. Here, the segmentation
accuracy (SA) is defined as:
SA= (Number of correctly classified pixels/ Total number of
pixels)* 100%

Figure 1: (c) IFCM image
It can be seen that as the noise level increases, the SA of FCM
degrades rapidly. The proposed IFCM algorithms can all
handle the problem caused by noise and can get higher SA
even under the noise of 7%. Overall, the KFC and IFCM
algorithms produce almost identical results, which are a little
better than that of the SFCM algorithm. However, from the
above analysis, it should be noted that the KFC algorithm
needs more computational time than IFCM algorithm. The
proposed IFCM algorithm gets the highest uniformity value,
while the original FCM algorithm gets the lowest uniformity
value.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a fuzzy similarity-based self
constructing feature clustering algorithm, which is an
incremental feature clustering approach to reduce the number
of features for the text classification task and a novel improved
FCM (IFCM) clustering algorithm for image segmentation is
proposed. In fuzzy similarity-based self constructing feature
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clustering algorithm, Words that are similar to each other are
grouped into the same cluster. Each cluster is characterized by
a membership function with statistical mean and deviation. If a
word is not similar to any existing cluster, a new cluster is
created for this word. When all the words have been fed in, a
desired number of clusters are formed automatically. We then
have one extracted feature for each cluster. The extracted
feature corresponding to a cluster is a weighted combination
of the words contained in the cluster. For image segmentation,
improved FCM (IFCM) clustering algorithm is developed by
incorporating the spatial neighbourhood information into the
standard FCM clustering algorithm by a priori probability. The
probability is given to indicate the spatial influence of the
neighbouring pixels on the centre pixel. The new fuzzy
membership of the current centre pixel is then recalculated
with this probability obtained from above. The algorithm is
initialized by a given histogram based FCM algorithm, which
helps to speed up the convergence of the algorithm.
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